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Development and Application of Geospace
Environment Simulator for the Analysis of
Spacecraft–Plasma Interactions
Hideyuki Usui, Yohei Miyake, Masaki Okada, Yoshiharu Omura, Tooru Sugiyama, Ken T. Murata,
Daisuke Matsuoka, and Hiroko O. Ueda
Abstract—Space development has been rapidly increasing, and
a strong demand should arise regarding the understanding of the
spacecraft–plasma interactions, which is one of the very important
issues associated with the human activities in space. To evalu-
ate the spacecraft–plasma interactions including plasma kinetics,
transient process, and electromagnetic field variation, the au-
thors have started to develop a numerical plasma chamber called
Geospace Environment Simulator (GES) by making the most use
of the conventional full particle-in-cell plasma simulations. For
the development of a proto model of GES, the authors have used
the Earth Simulator, which is one of the fastest supercomputers
in the world. GES can be regarded as a numerical chamber in
which space experiments can be virtually performed and temporal
and spatial evolutions of spacecraft–plasma interactions can be
analyzed. In this paper, the authors have briefly introduced GES
in terms of its concept, modeling, and research targets. As one
of the research topics of GES, the authors have investigated the
impedance variation of electric field antenna onboard scientific
satellites in the photoelectron environment in space. From the
preliminary simulation results, the large change of reactance of
the antenna impedance below the characteristic frequency corre-
sponding to the local plasma frequency determined by the photo-
electron density could be confirmed.
Index Terms—Numerical analysis, plasma waves, simulation
software, space vehicle antennas.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE SUCCESSFUL cooperation of the International SolarTerrestrial Program projects had yielded various space
data simultaneously observed with much higher resolution than
those of the previous missions (e.g., [1]). In parallel to these
intensive observations with spacecraft, owing to exponential
advancement in computer technology, numerical simulation
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has progressed as a powerful tool for the detailed study of
space plasma phenomena observed with spacecraft. Further-
more, simulations have potential possibility to predict plasma
processes that have not been observed yet because of insuffi-
cient spatial and temporal resolutions of science instruments
onboard spacecraft.
Meanwhile, space development has been rapidly increasing
as shown in the construction of the International Space Station,
In such a situation, a strong demand should arise regarding the
understanding of the space environment around space structure,
which is one of the very important issues associated with the
human activities in space (e.g., [2]–[4]). One of the significant
spacecraft–plasma interactions to be considered is spacecraft
electrostatic (ES) charging because it is hazardous to onboard
electronics. A spacecraft immersed in space attains some po-
tential with respect to the surrounding space plasma because of
accumulation of charged particles and other mechanisms such
as photoemission and secondary electron emission. Since the
1960s, intensive studies on current collection to an electrical
probe have been conducted by many researchers [5], [6]. The
first observation of spacecraft charging at geosynchronous orbit
was reported in [7]. Excellent reviews of the progress in the
spacecraft charging field have been provided by Garrett [8],
Garrett and Whittlesey [9], and Whipple [10]. Since ES charg-
ing is a common phenomenon for an object immersed in
plasma, it has been widely explored from different perspec-
tives by many communities including the dusty plasma [11].
Charging problem for electron-emitting surfaces has been also
examined in many studies such as found in [12] and [13].
From the view point of numerical analysis of spacecraft
charging, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) developed NASA Charging Analyzer Program
(NASCAP) as an engineering tool to determine the environ-
mental effect on spacecraft surfaces and systems [14]. It has
been developed mainly for obtaining the steady-state solution
on the spacecraft charging in relatively short time for the
engineering use because the obtained data are directly used for
the spacecraft design. The latest version of NASCAP, called
NASCAP2K, has the capability of particle-in-cell (PIC) [15]
treatment for charged particles, and it computes only curl-
free quasi-static field by solving Poisson’s equation [16]. The
European Space Agency started the Spacecraft Plasma Inter-
action System (SPIS) project in 2002, which aims at develop-
ing a software toolkit for spacecraft–plasma interactions and
0093-3813/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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spacecraft charging modeling [17]. Although SPIS also has the
capability of PIC simulation (e.g., [18] and [19]), it has been
so far mainly used for obtaining the steady-state solution of
spacecraft–plasma interaction problems. Furthermore, although
SPIS has been designed such as to be easily extended for
including new solvers, the current version of SPIS includes a
Poisson’s equation solver but no electromagnetic (EM) solver.
Therefore, the spatial and temporal resolutions of SPIS sim-
ulations may be not enough for the analysis of the detailed
microscopic and transient plasma processes in association with
spacecraft–plasma interactions.
We, however, believe that transient variation caused by
plasma kinetics is important because it may affect the steady-
state solution on the spacecraft–plasma interactions. In addi-
tion, when we consider active plasma emission from spacecraft
such as electric propulsion or plasma contactor, we need to
examine the transient process of emitted plasma responses such
as plasma acceleration in the process of ion beam neutralization
by electrons. To do this, full PIC simulations are necessary,
although they are very much costly because all the charged
particles have to be treated as a large number of so-called
superparticles in simulations.
In addition to the analysis of plasma transient process,
disturbance of EM fields in the vicinity of spacecraft caused
by the spacecraft–plasma interactions is of our great interest.
When we focus on the characteristics of electric field antenna
used for plasma wave observation in space, full Maxwell’s
equations have to be solved because the variation of magnetic
field should be considered. In consideration of all the demands
we raised above for the numerical studies on spacecraft–plasma
interactions, we found that the existing numerical tools such as
NASCAP and SPIS do not completely satisfy our demands and
realized that we should develop our own simulation tool. To
evaluate the spacecraft–plasma interactions including plasma
kinetics, their transient process, and variation of EM field
in self-consistent manner, we started to develop a numeri-
cal plasma chamber called Geospace Environment Simulator
(GES) by making the most use of the conventional full PIC
plasma simulation code such as KEMPO [20].
In Section II, we will describe GES concept and the research
targets. In Section III, we will introduce one example of EM
PIC simulations in association with spacecraft–plasma interac-
tion. We particularly focus on the characteristics of electric field
antenna onboard satellite in inhomogeneous plasma environ-
ment such as photoelectron sheath. Some of the fundamental
results obtained in three-dimensional (3-D) EM PIC simulation
are explained.
II. GES
A. Concept and Method
Fig. 1 shows the basic concept of GES. GES consists of two
simulators in which we hire full PIC method [15]. One is the
EM simulator, which enables us to investigate the EM inter-
action in association with the spacecraft–plasma environment.
The analysis of electric field antenna characteristics in space
plasma environment is one of the interesting research targets
with the EM simulator. The other is the ES simulator, with
Fig. 1. Concept of GES.
which we can examine the ES phenomena such as spacecraft
surface charging and plasma response in active plasma emission
such as in electric propulsion and plasma–plume interaction. By
making use of the ES simulator, the GES team has been assist-
ing the development of the Multi-Utility Spacecraft Charging
Analysis Tool (MUSCAT), which Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency started to develop as a numerical tool for obtaining
the spacecraft charging at the steady state. The ES simulator
of GES can be utilized for the quantitative validation of the
MUSCAT results such as the current–voltage characteristics of
a probe immersed in space plasma.
In the two simulators, we hire the standard PIC simula-
tion method as described in [15] and [20]. At each time
step, we update field values defined at grid points by solving
Maxwell’s equations with the standard finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) method [21]. In the ES simulator, we solve
Poisson’s equation for the ES field. The obtained fields are then
applied to the equation of motion for updating the particles’
velocity and positions. We use the Buneman–Boris method [20]
for updating the particles’ velocity. By introducing the PIC
method, variation of fields defined at grid points and dynamics
of plasma macroparticles located at arbitrary positions are
updated in the self-consistent manner. In the current version
of GES, spacecraft can be introduced in the simulation model
as a solid body made of conducting or dielectric material, and
its geometry is modeled by the Cartesian coordinate grids.
To model more realistic geometry of a spacecraft, we plan to
hire spacecraft modeling with unstructured grids. The charac-
teristics of surface materials such as dielectric constant can
be introduced in the ES simulation modeling, and they are
considered in solving Poisson’s equation to obtain the potential
values on the spacecraft surface in using the capacity matrix
method [22].
Electron emission from the spacecraft surface is also mod-
eled with the standard method. By assuming a Maxwellian
velocity distribution for electrons with some temperature inde-
pendent of the background plasma, we calculate a flux value for
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the injection. The algorithm used to inject the electrons from the
spacecraft surface is the same widely used in the literature [15].
In fact, numerical modeling of electron emission such as pho-
toelectrons and secondary electrons from a conducting object is
very difficult and has been investigated by many scientists (e.g.,
[12] and [23]). Regarding the background plasma environment,
we will utilize the space plasma data obtained either by the
space weather modeling, in situ satellite observations, or global
magnetohydrodynamic simulations.
One of the significant features of GES is the high-
performance computing for vector as well as parallel computer
system. We originally started developing a proto model of GES
by using the Earth Simulator [24]. The Earth Simulator, one of
the fastest supercomputers in the world, consists of 640 nodes
of vector-type supercomputer. Each node has 16-GB main
memory shared with eight vector processors. The total size of
the main memory is 10 TB, and the maximum performance is
40 trillion floating point operations per second. For the most
efficient performance of the Earth Simulator, each application is
required to achieve the maximum optimization in vectorization
and parallelization. In 2004, we started to develop the core
engine of the EM simulator called NuSPACE, which contains
the particle pusher and EM field solver in the domain decom-
position manner. Owing to the intensive code tuning, we suc-
ceeded in achieving the maximum optimization of NuSPACE,
the vectorization ratio of 99.7% and parallel efficiency of 100%,
on the Earth Simulator [25].
B. Research Targets of GES
GES can be considered as a numerical plasma chamber in
which we can virtually perform space experiments and analyze
the temporal and spatial evolutions of spacecraft–environment
interactions. GES will be able to provide fundamental data
regarding various engineering aspects such as the ES charging
and EM interference of spacecraft immersed in space plasma.
The obtained data will be useful and important in determining
the design and the detailed specification of spacecraft and space
system. Since there are several numerical tools available for the
evaluation of steady-state solution of spacecraft charging, GES
can be rather used for the analysis of transient plasma kinetics
in the spacecraft–environment interactions and its effects on the
spacecraft system.
In association of the spacecraft charging, plasma contamina-
tion due to thruster firings and ion engine operation can affect
not only the spacecraft environment but also the spacecraft
system in terms of sputtering and discharge. From a micro-
scopic point of view, spacecraft interactions with the contami-
nated plasma environment, which consists of exhausted plasma
plume, neutral gas, and ambient plasma, are to be quantitatively
investigated. Particularly, to avoid the satellite anomaly caused
by discharge, it is very important to evaluate the spacecraft
surface charging, which is caused by ES interactions among
plasma plume, spacecraft surface including solar paddle, and
the ambient plasma (e.g., [2]). GES can contribute to the
qualitative analysis of the transient plasma process as well as
steady state of each interaction, which is closely associated with
the spacecraft charging.
From the EM point of view, interaction of future Space Solar
Power System (SSPS) [26] with the space environment is a
good example for the GES. In SSPS, solar energy collected
by a large number of solar cells attached to the satellite is
converted to the microwave, and the energy is transmitted to
a ground station or to another satellite by the microwave beam.
To study the feasibility and the implications of SSPS, we started
a research program of the microwave power transmission in
the 1980s by conducting rocket and ground experiments. The
rocket experiments showed that ES waves were excited around
the local plasma frequency in association with the microwave
emission. Corresponding computer simulations revealed that
the ES wave generation is due to the stimulated Raman scat-
tering type of the nonlinear three-wave coupling process in the
ionospheric plasma. The simulations also predict the electron
heating associated with the ES wave excitation [27]. These
simulation results are very interesting and important not only
from the view point of plasma physics but also from the engi-
neering side because they are useful in evaluating the threshold
of the level of microwave power used for the transmission from
SSPS to the ground. In this aspect, space simulation can be a
powerful tool to obtain useful engineering information on how
to minimize the undesirable effects to the space environment
and to maximize the efficiency of power transmission in SSPS.
As mentioned earlier, the analysis of the antenna characteris-
tics in space plasma environment is another important research
issue for the GES because the quantitative understanding of
antenna characteristics in plasma is required in the wave data
calibration as well as in the antenna design for future missions.
GES may be used not only for simulation of active experiments
such as impedance measurements of complex array of anten-
nas and probes but also for mutual impedance and relaxation
sounder, all experiments which are designed for plasma diag-
nostics as they exist onboard different spacecraft.
In this paper, we particularly focus on the effects of pho-
toelectron emission on the antenna characteristics. We started
preliminary simulation study on the antenna impedance in
the situation of photoelectron emission from the conducting
surfaces of antenna and spacecraft. We will describe the 3-D
EM PIC simulations on the antenna analysis in the next section.
III. ANALYSIS OF IMPEDANCE OF ELECTRIC FIELD
ANTENNA IN PHOTOELECTRON ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE
A. Introduction
For several decades, many scientists have investigated the
antenna characteristics in plasma that are very complex because
it is a dispersive and anisotropic medium. Therefore, in most
of the previous theories, some assumptions were introduced in
the antenna modeling. Under the cold plasma approximation,
a formula of input impedance of a short dipole antenna was
theoretically derived with the induced electromotive force (emf)
method as described in [28]. Theoretical analyses of input
impedance for dipole antenna with warm plasma approximation
were also done for some limited models (e.g., [29]–[31]).
Natural thermal noise in plasma waves can be evaluated by
the using the kinetic impedance [32]. In these works, triangular
current distribution is assumed on the antenna surface because
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the wavelength applicable in the theories is much larger than
the antenna length. However, it is shown that the triangular
approximation is not always valid particularly near the plasma
frequency even in the case of long wavelength [33]. To de-
termine arbitrary current distribution on the antenna surface,
several attempts have been proposed such as a transmission line
theory [34], which is applicable to any antenna length. Another
important point to be considered in the antenna analysis in
plasma is the inhomogeneous plasma distribution around the
antenna. In many previous works, antenna is assumed to be
a thin conductive wire, totally transparent to the fluid plasma
medium. In fact, however, antenna surface is a solid body, and
plasma particles that impinge the surface are absorbed at the
solid surface and contribute to the charging. In this situation,
an electron-free layer called ion sheath is formed around the
antenna surface. By introducing the electron-free layer around
the antenna surface, antenna impedance has been examined by
many works (e.g., [35]), and it has been pointed out that the ion
sheath has prominent contribution on the antenna impedance.
It was also shown that impedance variation at the plasma fre-
quency is significantly different from the impedance obtained
in the transparent antenna model [36]. In these works, the
conventional induced emf method that assumes a fixed model
of current distribution has been hired, which is not applicable
to the general antenna modeling including complex geometry,
plasma kinetics, and plasma inhomogeneity near the antenna
surface. To conquer this difficulty, the usage of the surface-
charge distribution (SCD) method has been proposed, in which
all boundary surfaces can be considered including antenna
geometry and ion sheath interfaces [37]. In this method, the ion
sheath interface is given as a parameter. The antenna analysis
with the SCD method has been successfully applied to the
interpretation of impedance measurements onboard spacecraft
such as the CLUSTER satellite [38].
Meanwhile, recent progress of computer facilities enables us
to analyze the antenna properties in vacuum with the FDTD
method, which solves the Maxwell’s equations with spatial
and temporal grid points [19]. The merit of FDTD simulation
is that quantitative analysis of realistic antenna geometry is
possible without assuming any current distribution on antenna
surface (e.g., [39] and [40]). By using the FDTD method with
the plasma fluid approximation, we can analyze the antenna
impedance in plasmas (e.g., [41]). However, to include the
plasma kinetic effects such as electron temperature and plasma
sheath around the antenna, we need to treat the plasma as
particles in the FDTD simulations. For this aim, we applied
for the first time the PIC method to the conventional FDTD
field solving simulation for the antenna analysis. Regarding
the antenna model, we introduce a solid conductor for antenna
surface, inside of which the electric field is zero. Plasma
particles impinging into the antenna surface are accumulated
and contribute to the spacecraft charging. With this antenna
modeling, plasma–antenna interactions can be self-consistently
simulated, and inhomogeneous plasma distribution such as ion
sheath around the antenna is numerically realized with no
assumption of current distribution or plasma–sheath interface.
In the following section, we will report some of the results re-
garding the antenna impedance obtained in the PIC simulations.
Fig.2. 3-D simulation model for the antenna analysis in the photoelectron
environment.
We particularly modeled a situation of photoelectron emission
from the antenna surface and investigated the dependence of
antenna impedance on the photoelectron density in the fre-
quency domain. In addition to the photoelectron environment,
we included spacecraft geometry in the simulation model. In the
future mission currently being planned by the Japanese commu-
nity of solar terrestrial physics, spin–axial electric field anten-
nas are planned to be implemented to realize 3-D measurements
of electric field. To retain the attitude stability and lightweight,
the spin–axial antennas need to be well short in comparison
to the conventional wire antenna. Prior to the design of the
short antenna, we started to examine the antenna characteristics
by considering spacecraft body effects. The simulation model
and some fundamental results on the antenna impedance are
described in the following sections.
B. Simulation Model
By modifying the 3-D EM PIC simulation code called
KEMPO (e.g., [20]), we developed a plasma simulation tool for
the analysis of the antenna–plasma interactions. The modified
code can be considered as a proto model of the GES EM
simulator. To model the antenna in the PIC simulation, we made
two major modifications in the code. One is the introduction of
conductive solid bodies as inner boundaries in the simulation
space, and the other is the electron emission from the bodies,
which simulates photoelectron emission.
We show the 3-D simulation model in Fig. 2. We set a
spacecraft body and two monopole antennas in the center, each
of which is attached to the top and bottom surfaces of the
spacecraft, respectively. In the current simulation as shown in
Fig. 2, the antenna length is set to be much shorter than the
conventional ones, and the dimensions of the spacecraft cannot
be ignored in comparison with the antenna length. We assume
that the antennas and spacecraft body are pure conductors.
Therefore, the electric field in the bodies is zero. To obtain the
equipotential solution for the conducting bodies, we redistribute
the surface charge by using capacity matrix method (e.g., [22])
and correct the ES field by solving Poisson’s equation in consid-
eration with the modified surface charge. This modification of
the electric field at the conducting surface should be done every
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time step. The joints between the antennas and the spacecraft
body are assumed to be electrically insulated because of the
connection with high impedance.
As another modification in the simulation code, we added a
function that handles electron emission from the inner bound-
aries. In the current model, the inner boundaries are con-
ducting bodies representing the antennas and spacecraft. As
stated in Section II, we use the standard algorithm for the
electron injection from the conducting bodies [15]. By using
this function of electron injection, we simulate photoelectron
emission from the sunlit surfaces of the spacecraft body and
the antenna attached to the top surface of the spacecraft, which
is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the present analysis, we assumed
that only monopole antenna and one side of spacecraft surface
are sunlit as the simplest case. The emitted photoelectrons
are assumed to have a Maxwellian velocity distribution with
3.9× 102 eV. To emphasize the effect of the photoelectrons to
the antenna environment, the current density at the top surface
of the spacecraft is assumed as 6.28× 10−2 A/m2, which is
much larger than the real parameter. Since the direction of the
sunlight is set to be parallel to the antenna length, the amount of
photoelectrons at the antenna surface is much less than that at
the top surface of the spacecraft. Therefore, we assumed that
the current density at the antenna surface is one-fifth of the
value for the top surface of the spacecraft. The net charge on the
conductive surface is counted at each time step in consideration
of the electron charges that are emitted as photoelectrons and
collected as return electrons, as well as the thermal background
electrons impinging at the surface. By using the net charge
and the charge of the background plasma, we solve Poisson’s
equation to obtain the potential values and the electric field at
each grid point as stated above. Then, the floating potential of
the antennas and the spacecraft body can be obtained in the
self-consistent manner.
In this paper, we combined two simulation runs for the
antenna analysis. The parameters used in the simulations are
listed in Table I. First, we perform an ES simulation that focuses
on the creation of plasma environment around the spacecraft.
Initially, the simulation region is uniformly filled with the back-
ground electrons with the Debye length of 4.5 m. Since we are
interested in the frequency range corresponding to the electron
dynamics, we ignore the ion dynamics by hiring immobile
background ions for the charge neutralization in the simulation
space. In the current mode of simulation, we solve Poisson’s
equation for the ES field and equations of motion for the elec-
trons with the standard PIC method [15]. We perform the simu-
lation with sufficient time steps, so that the floating potentials of
the sunlit antenna and the spacecraft body reach the steady-state
values. At this stage, the amounts of escaping and impinging
electron currents come to be balanced together with the incom-
ing background thermal electrons at each conducting body.
After obtaining the plasma environment around the space-
craft and antenna with the above ES simulation, we move to the
EM simulation for antenna analysis, where we solve Maxwell’s
equations for the EM field and equations of motion for the
electrons with the usual PIC method. In the EM simulation,
we use the photoelectron sheath environment created in the
ES simulation as the initial plasma environment. To obtain
TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION
the input impedance of the antenna, we adopted the delta-gap
feeding method, which has been widely used in the antenna
analysis in free space [40]. In this method, we treat the antenna
as a transmitting one and provide voltage Vi of a Gaussian-type
pulse at the power-feeding point, which corresponds to the joint
between the sunlit antenna and the top surface of the spacecraft
body. We then obtain the amount of current flow Ii induced at
the feeding point from Faraday’s law by making use of the four
components of rotational magnetic field around the feeding
point. The antenna input impedance Z is first calculated as
the ratio Vi/Ii in the time domain and then transformed to
a frequency domain by taking Fourier transformation of Z
to obtain the real and imaginary parts of impedance. We set
field absorbing region at the outer boundaries of the simulation
box to avoid the wave field reflection from the boundary. To
maintain the photoelectron environment in the EM simulation,
we continue the electron emission and correction of the surface
charge on the conducting bodies.
C. Simulation Results
1) Plasma Environment With Photoelectron Emission: By
performing the ES simulation with the model described above,
we created the inhomogeneous plasma distribution in the vicin-
ity of the spacecraft system in a situation of photoelectron
emission from the conducting surfaces. Fig. 3 shows a contour
map of electron density around the antennas and spacecraft
body when the floating potentials of the sunlit antenna and
the spacecraft body reach the steady state. The contour map
is obtained in the xz plane, which includes the center of the
antenna and spacecraft. The amount of the electron density is
plotted in accordance with the gray scale in Fig. 3, with the
highest value in white and the lowest in black. As mentioned
above, we hired a model in which photoelectrons are emitted
from the upper antenna and the top surface of spacecraft body.
As clearly shown in Fig. 3, a photoelectron sheath with high
electron density shown in white is created around the upper
antenna and the upper surface of the spacecraft body. Since
we assumed that the photoelectron flux from the top surface
of the spacecraft body is five times larger than the flux from
the antenna surface, it is shown that the photoelectron density
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Fig. 3. Contour map of electron density around the spacecraft and antenna.
Fig.4. Density variation along the antenna length measured at the antenna
surface.
around the upper surface of spacecraft body is much higher than
the density around the upper antenna. Meanwhile, the sunless
antenna, the lower one in Fig. 3, is negatively charged because
of background electrons impinging to the conducting surface.
Then, an ion sheath, which is an electron-sparse region, seems
to be created around the sunless antenna. The density variation
in the ion sheath is hard to be recognized in the contour map.
To ensure the electron distribution at the conducting surfaces,
we plot the density values measured at one grid above the
conduction surface along the antenna direction in Fig. 4. As
shown in the previous contour map, the maximum electron den-
sity, which is approximately 25 times the average background
density, is found at the right side of the spacecraft, which cor-
responds to the sunlit surface. Around the sunlit antenna that is
attached at the right side of the spacecraft, photoelectron sheath
with density of 2× 1010 m−3 is confirmed in Fig. 4. In contrast
with the sunlit antenna surface, electron density is less than that
of the background around the sunless antenna. In fact, at the last
step of the ES simulation, the sunless antenna has not reached
the steady state in terms of the floating potential. It seems that
the potential of the sunless antenna is still decreasing and takes
a longer time to reach the steady value of the floating potential.
In the current simulation in which immobile ions are introduced
for the charge neutralization, the steady state for the sunless an-
tenna can be obtained only when the electron thermal flux at the
antenna surface becomes completely zero. However, the zero
electron flux is almost impossible because there always exist
high-energy electrons that can pass the potential barrier created
by the negatively charged antenna and can impinge into the
antenna body. Therefore, it takes a very long time to reach the
quasi-steady state for the sunless antenna. On the other hand,
for the sunlit antenna, the current of emitted photoelectrons can
be balanced with that of the impinging background electrons
plus the returning photoelectrons. Since the photoelectron flux
is much larger than the thermal electrons in the present model,
the characteristic timescale for the photoelectron response is
relatively short.
In general, the electron density at the steady state depends
on the ion dynamics. From this point of view, the electron
density and the associated antenna floating potential obtained
in the immobile ion model are not rigorous for the steady
state. In the vicinity of the sunlit antenna, however, the back-
ground density is much lower than the photoelectron density.
Therefore, even if we assume the mobile ion, the photoelectron
current becomes dominant, and the contribution of ion flux to
the floating potential will be very small. Considering the above-
described situation, the electron density obtained in the current
simulation will be less affected by the ion dynamics, and it
can be considered as that for the quasi-steady state. Therefore,
the obtained photoelectron environment can be used for the
analysis of the antenna impedance described in the next section.
2) Photoelectron Effects on the Reactance of the Antenna
Impedance: By using the inhomogeneous plasma environment
self-consistently obtained with the ES simulation described
above, we performed EM simulation for the analysis of the
antenna impedance. In the EM simulation, we initially loaded
the electrons that are saved at the last step of the previous ES
simulation and created the initial electron distribution in the
same 3-D simulation box as used in the ES simulation. In this
paper, our focus is on the variation of the reactance of the
antenna impedance in the photoelectron sheath environment.
Therefore, we analyze the impedance of the sunlit antenna. In
the EM simulation as described in the previous section, we
used the delta-gap method to obtain the data of induced current
at the power-feeding point, which is the junction between the
sunlit antenna and the top surface of the spacecraft. By taking
the Fourier transformation of the ratio between the voltage we
provided at the feeding point and the induced current, we can
evaluate the antenna input impedance in frequency domain.
Fig. 5 shows the reactance, which is the imaginary part of
the antenna impedance, as a function of frequency. The solid
and dash-dotted lines correspond to the reactance of the sunlit
antenna and of the vacuum case, respectively. As shown clearly,
there is a large difference between the two curves particularly
at the low frequency range. Considering that the impedance
variation can be seen mostly at the plasma frequency according
to the past studies, this difference of reactance observed in
the broadband of frequency region cannot be simply explained
with the conventional theory. This drastic variation of reactance
could be rather caused by the enhancement of electron density
by the photoelectron sheath. To examine the effect of the pho-
toelectrons, we define the following characteristic frequency
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Fig. 5. Reactance values (the imaginary part of impedance) versus frequency.
that represents the plasma frequency in consideration of the





where e, me, and ε0 denote the electron charge, mass, and
dielectric constant for vacuum, respectively. When we plot
ωsurf in Fig. 5, it is clearly shown that there is a change of the
reactance below ωsurf , while there is a little difference above
ωsurf from the curve for the vacuum. We will discuss the result
in the following.
When a dipole antenna interacts with the ES wave such as
the Langmuir wave, the antenna shows a frequency resonance
at the plasma frequency determined by the background density.
As examined in many past works (e.g., [28]), it is shown that the
resistance, the real part of the impedance, has a peak value, and
the reactance, the imaginary part, shows a drastic change both
at the plasma frequency. The impedance modification by ES
waves depends on the Debye length and its relative ratio to the
antenna length, which is discussed in the latest work with the
CLUSTER antenna modeling [38]. In the current simulation,
the Debye length of the background plasma is 4.5 m, while
the entire length of the antenna is 24 m. In this situation, the
signature of the resonance around the plasma frequency of the
background plasma is rather difficult to be observed because it
is generally known that it appears for antenna lengths around
8–10 m Debye lengths. Meanwhile, in the photoelectron sheath
environment, the electron density is much higher, and the
corresponding local Debye length is shorter. In such a situation,
we can expect that a signature of impedance resonance is
found with a large change of the reactance in the impedance
plot around the local plasma frequency determined by the
photoelectron density. As shown in Fig. 5, however, a large
overshoot like change of the reactance is not observed at the
plasma frequency of the photoelectrons. Instead, we observed
large modification of the reactance in a broad frequency range
particularly below ωsurf .
The discrepancy between the profile of the reactance ob-
tained in the current result and those in the past works can be
caused by the antenna modeling, particularly the treatment of
the electron particles impinging to the antenna solid surface.
In the present model, we can handle the effect of the electron
conduction current induced by actual motion of photoelectrons
impinging the conducting solid surfaces of the antenna. Al-
though some past works (e.g., [36]) focused on the effects of the
plasma conduction current in the solid antenna model, the effect
in the photoelectron environment has been little discussed so
far. In the aspect of electric circuit, we can assume a resistance
with a finite value that controls the electron conduction current
between the antenna and the spacecraft surface. This resistance
is different from the radiation resistance. At the low-frequency
region, this additional resistance Rc can be placed in parallel to
the capacitance C assumed between the antenna and the space-
craft [42]. Then, the reactanceX can be given as−ωCR2c/(1 +
(ωCRc)2), where ω denotes frequency. By using this formula,
it is easily shown that X tends to be zero when ω approaches to
zero. This tendency of the reactance modification qualitatively
agrees with the profile shown in Fig. 5.
By using the above equivalent circuit, the resistance R,
which is the real part of the impedance, is given as Rc/(1 +
(ωCRc)2), which gradually increases as the frequency ap-
proaches to zero in the frequency region below ωsurf . Although
not displayed, this tendency is qualitatively similar to our
simulation result. However, this resistance variation is different
from the result obtained in the previous work with the kinetic
theory [36]. To examine the difference in detail, we have been
working on the further quantitative analysis of the profiles of the
resistance and reactance. The detail including the comparison
with the PIC simulation results will be reported in another
article in the near future.
In the present antenna model, we adopted unrealistic val-
ues of energy and flux for the electron emission from the
conducting bodies. As stated earlier, this attempt was made
to emphasize the effect of the photoelectron environment on
the antenna characteristics by distinguishing ωsurf from the
background plasma frequency in the impedance profile shown
in Fig. 5, in which ωsurf becomes almost twice the background
plasma frequency. In reality, the density of the photoelectron
and the corresponding ωsurf becomes smaller. Therefore, as
long as the reactance is concerned, it is speculated that the effect
of the photoelectrons can be limited to the lower frequency
region, which has to be examined with another simulation using
the realistic parameters of photoelectrons as the future work.
IV. CONCLUSION
To investigate the spacecraft–plasma interactions including
plasma kinetic effects and EM field variation, we started to
develop a numerical plasma chamber called GES by making
the most use of the conventional full PIC plasma simulations.
At the present stage, by using the Earth Simulator, we finished
developing the core engine called NuSPACE, which is an EM
PIC plasma simulation code of domain decomposition model.
After intensive code tuning, we could obtain the most efficient
performance in terms of vectorization and parallelization at the
Earth Simulator.
In parallel to the development of NuSPACE, we have been
developing a GES EM component, which handles the analysis
of the antenna–plasma interactions. In this paper, we introduced
the 3-D EM PIC simulations in which we particularly focused
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on the photoelectron environment around the spacecraft and
antennas and analyzed the effect on the reactance of the an-
tenna impedance. First, we confirmed the photoelectron sheath
formation around the sunlit antenna as well as the satellite
surface by performing the ES simulation. By using the photo-
electron environment realized in the ES simulation, second, we
examined the photoelectron sheath effect on the reactance part
of the antenna impedance by performing the EM simulation.
We could confirm the large change of the reactance below
the characteristic frequency corresponding to the local plasma
frequency determined by the photoelectron density. The profile
of the modified reactance in the frequency domain cannot be
simply explained with the past conventional theory, and we
suggested the importance of electron conduction current at the
solid body of antennas for the understanding of the impedance
modification in the inhomogeneous plasma environment. In the
current simulations, to emphasize the effect of photoelectron
sheath effects, we adopted some particular conditions such
as unrealistic values of energy and flux for the photoelectron
emission and immobile ions. By considering these effects, the
discrepancy between the simulation results described above and
the previous theoretical and observational results needs to be
further investigated. In addition, the usage of Gaussian-type
pulse emission from the antenna feeding point for obtaining
the antenna impedance might cause some artificial effects in
the analysis of the antenna impedance using PIC method. This
effect should be reduced by using the pulse with the amplitude
as small as possible in the future works.
Although the present simulations are preliminary, we could
confirm that the analysis of antenna characteristics in space
plasma by using PIC simulation method including solid con-
ducting bodies is very useful because the plasma environment
can be self-consistently obtained and no assumptions are to
be made for the current distribution on the antenna surface or
plasma–sheath interface for inhomogeneous plasma environ-
ment in the vicinity of antenna. By advancing this simulation
method and hiring more realistic parameters in terms of satel-
lite/antenna geometry and plasma environment, we will be able
to contribute to the calibration of the obtained wave data as well
as the antenna design for the future mission.
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